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ObjectivesObjectives

••Learn to shade objects so their imagesLearn to shade objects so their images••Learn to shade objects so their imagesLearn to shade objects so their images••Learn to shade objects so their images Learn to shade objects so their images 
appear threeappear three--dimensionaldimensional
••Learn to shade objects so their images Learn to shade objects so their images 
appear threeappear three--dimensionaldimensional
••Introduce the types of lightIntroduce the types of light--material material 
interactionsinteractions
••Introduce the types of lightIntroduce the types of light--material material 
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••Build a simple reflection modelBuild a simple reflection model------the the 
Phong modelPhong model------ that can be used with realthat can be used with real
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time graphics hardwaretime graphics hardware
Phong modelPhong model------ that can be used with real that can be used with real 
time graphics hardwaretime graphics hardware



Wh d h diWhy we need shading
Suppose we build a model of a sphere using manySuppose we build a model of a sphere using manySuppose we build a model of a sphere using manySuppose we build a model of a sphere using manySuppose we build a model of a sphere using many Suppose we build a model of a sphere using many 
polygons and color it with polygons and color it with glColor. We get . We get 
something likesomething like

Suppose we build a model of a sphere using many Suppose we build a model of a sphere using many 
polygons and color it with polygons and color it with glColor. We get . We get 
something likesomething likesomething likesomething likesomething likesomething like

But we wantBut we wantBut we wantBut we want



Sh diShading
Why does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look likeWhy does the image of a real sphere look like

LightLight--material interactions cause each point to have a material interactions cause each point to have a LightLight--material interactions cause each point to have a material interactions cause each point to have a 
different color or shadedifferent color or shade
Need to consider Need to consider 

Li htLi ht

different color or shadedifferent color or shade
Need to consider Need to consider 

Li htLi ht•• Light sourcesLight sources

•• Material propertiesMaterial properties

•• Location of viewerLocation of viewer

•• Light sourcesLight sources

•• Material propertiesMaterial properties

•• Location of viewerLocation of viewerLocation of viewerLocation of viewer

•• Surface orientationSurface orientation
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•• Surface orientationSurface orientation



S tt iScattering 
Light strikes ALight strikes ALight strikes ALight strikes ALight strikes A Light strikes A 
•• Some scatteredSome scattered
•• Some absorbedSome absorbed

Light strikes A Light strikes A 
•• Some scatteredSome scattered
•• Some absorbedSome absorbedSo e abso bedSo e abso bed

Some of scattered light strikes BSome of scattered light strikes B
•• Some scatteredSome scattered

So e abso bedSo e abso bed

Some of scattered light strikes BSome of scattered light strikes B
•• Some scatteredSome scatteredSo e sca e edSo e sca e ed
•• Some absorbedSome absorbed

Some of this scatteredSome of this scattered

So e sca e edSo e sca e ed
•• Some absorbedSome absorbed

Some of this scatteredSome of this scattered
light strikes Alight strikes Alight strikes Alight strikes A

and so on …and so on …and so on …and so on …



R d i E tiRendering Equation
The infinite scattering and absorption of light canThe infinite scattering and absorption of light canThe infinite scattering and absorption of light canThe infinite scattering and absorption of light canThe infinite scattering and absorption of light can The infinite scattering and absorption of light can 
be described by the be described by the rendering equation rendering equation 
•• CannotCannot bebe solved in generalsolved in general
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•• Ray tracing is a special case for perfectly reflecting surfacesRay tracing is a special case for perfectly reflecting surfaces
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•• CannotCannot bebe solved in generalsolved in general

•• Ray tracing is a special case for perfectly reflecting surfacesRay tracing is a special case for perfectly reflecting surfaces

R d i i i l b l d i l dR d i i i l b l d i l dRendering equation is global and includesRendering equation is global and includes
•• ShadowsShadows

Rendering equation is global and includesRendering equation is global and includes
•• ShadowsShadows

•• Multiple scattering from object to objectMultiple scattering from object to object•• Multiple scattering from object to objectMultiple scattering from object to object



Gl b l Eff tGlobal Effects
shadowshadow

multiple reflection

translucent surface



L l Gl b l R d iLocal vs Global Rendering
Correct shading requires a globalCorrect shading requires a globalCorrect shading requires a globalCorrect shading requires a globalCorrect shading requires a global Correct shading requires a global 
calculation involving all objects and light calculation involving all objects and light 
sourcessources

Correct shading requires a global Correct shading requires a global 
calculation involving all objects and light calculation involving all objects and light 
sourcessources
•• Incompatible with pipeline model which shades each Incompatible with pipeline model which shades each 

polygon independently (local rendering)polygon independently (local rendering)
•• Incompatible with pipeline model which shades each Incompatible with pipeline model which shades each 

polygon independently (local rendering)polygon independently (local rendering)

However, in computer graphics, especially However, in computer graphics, especially 
real time graphics, we are happy if things real time graphics, we are happy if things 
However, in computer graphics, especially However, in computer graphics, especially 
real time graphics, we are happy if things real time graphics, we are happy if things 
“look right”“look right”
•• Exist many techniques for approximating global Exist many techniques for approximating global 

ff tff t

“look right”“look right”
•• Exist many techniques for approximating global Exist many techniques for approximating global 

ff tff teffectseffectseffectseffects



Li ht M t i l I t tiLight-Material Interaction
Light that strikes an object is partially absorbed and partially Light that strikes an object is partially absorbed and partially 

d ( fl d)d ( fl d)
Light that strikes an object is partially absorbed and partially Light that strikes an object is partially absorbed and partially 

d ( fl d)d ( fl d)scattered (reflected)scattered (reflected)
The amount reflected determines the color and brightness of the The amount reflected determines the color and brightness of the 

objectobject
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The amount reflected determines the color and brightness of the The amount reflected determines the color and brightness of the 

objectobject
A surface appears red under white light because the red component of the A surface appears red under white light because the red component of the 
light is reflected and the rest is absorbedlight is reflected and the rest is absorbed

The reflected light is scattered in a manner that depends on the The reflected light is scattered in a manner that depends on the 
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Li ht SLight Sources
General light sources are difficult to work withGeneral light sources are difficult to work withGeneral light sources are difficult to work withGeneral light sources are difficult to work withGeneral light sources are difficult to work with General light sources are difficult to work with 
because we must integrate light coming from all because we must integrate light coming from all 
points on the sourcepoints on the source
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Si l Li ht SSimple Light Sources
Point sourcePoint sourcePoint sourcePoint sourcePoint sourcePoint source
•• Model with position and colorModel with position and color

Di t t i fi it di t ( ll l)Di t t i fi it di t ( ll l)

Point sourcePoint source
•• Model with position and colorModel with position and color

Di t t i fi it di t ( ll l)Di t t i fi it di t ( ll l)•• Distant source = infinite distance away (parallel)Distant source = infinite distance away (parallel)

SpotlightSpotlight
•• Distant source = infinite distance away (parallel)Distant source = infinite distance away (parallel)

SpotlightSpotlight
•• Restrict light from ideal point sourceRestrict light from ideal point source

Ambient lightAmbient light
•• Restrict light from ideal point sourceRestrict light from ideal point source

Ambient lightAmbient lightgg
•• Same amount of light everywhere in sceneSame amount of light everywhere in scene

•• Can model contribution of many sources and reflecting surfacesCan model contribution of many sources and reflecting surfaces
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S f TSurface Types
The smoother a surface the more reflected light isThe smoother a surface the more reflected light isThe smoother a surface the more reflected light isThe smoother a surface the more reflected light isThe smoother a surface, the more reflected light is The smoother a surface, the more reflected light is 
concentrated in the direction a perfect mirror would concentrated in the direction a perfect mirror would 
reflected the lightreflected the light

The smoother a surface, the more reflected light is The smoother a surface, the more reflected light is 
concentrated in the direction a perfect mirror would concentrated in the direction a perfect mirror would 
reflected the lightreflected the light

A very rough surface scatters light in all directionsA very rough surface scatters light in all directionsA very rough surface scatters light in all directionsA very rough surface scatters light in all directions

th f rough surfacesmooth surface rough surface





L l Ill i ti h iLocal Illumination physics

Law of reflection and Snell’s law ofLaw of reflection and Snell’s law ofLaw of reflection and Snell’s law ofLaw of reflection and Snell’s law ofLaw of reflection and Snell s law of Law of reflection and Snell s law of 
refractionrefraction
Law of reflection and Snell s law of Law of reflection and Snell s law of 
refractionrefraction



Wh t t i t d l ?What are we trying to model ?



Surface





P f f L b t’ i lProof of Lambert’s cosine law

θcosdAdB =
n

dBθ
dA





M d li S l R fl tiModeling Specular Reflections
Phong proposed using aPhong proposed using aPhong proposed using aPhong proposed using aPhong proposed using a Phong proposed using a 
term that dropped off as the term that dropped off as the 
angle between the viewer angle between the viewer 

Phong proposed using a Phong proposed using a 
term that dropped off as the term that dropped off as the 
angle between the viewer angle between the viewer 
and the ideal reflection and the ideal reflection 
increasedincreased
and the ideal reflection and the ideal reflection 
increasedincreased

I = ILk cosn φ

φ
hi i f

Ir ILks cos φ

shininess coef
absorption coef

incoming intensity

reflected
intensity

incoming intensity





C ti RComputing R
All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!All vectors unit length!!

s r = (n ⋅ l)n + s
( l) ls = (n ⋅ l)n − l

⇒ r = 2n(n ⋅ l) − l⇒ r = 2n(n ⋅ l) l



Th ff t f th tThe effect of the exponent n











Ph M d lPhong Model
A simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidly
Has three componentsHas three components
•• DiffuseDiffuse

A simple model that can be computed rapidlyA simple model that can be computed rapidly
Has three componentsHas three components
•• DiffuseDiffuse
•• SpecularSpecular
•• AmbientAmbient
•• SpecularSpecular
•• AmbientAmbient

Uses four vectors Uses four vectors 
•• To sourceTo source

Uses four vectors Uses four vectors 
•• To sourceTo source
•• To viewerTo viewer
•• NormalNormal
•• To viewerTo viewer
•• NormalNormal
•• Perfect reflectorPerfect reflector•• Perfect reflectorPerfect reflector



Adding up the ComponentsAdding up the Components

For each light source and each color componentFor each light source and each color componentFor each light source and each color componentFor each light source and each color componentFor each light source and each color component, For each light source and each color component, 
the the PhongPhong model can be written (without the model can be written (without the 
distance terms) asdistance terms) as

For each light source and each color component, For each light source and each color component, 
the the PhongPhong model can be written (without the model can be written (without the 
distance terms) asdistance terms) as
II ==kkdd IIdd ll · · n  n  ++ kkss IIss ((vv · · r r ))nn + k+ kaa IIaaII ==kkdd IIdd ll · · n  n  ++ kkss IIss ((vv · · r r ))nn + k+ kaa IIaa

For each color componentFor each color component
we add contributions fromwe add contributions from
For each color componentFor each color component
we add contributions fromwe add contributions from
all sourcesall sourcesall sourcesall sources



Li ht d t i lLights and materials
ObjectColorObjectColor = I= I = I= I KK + I+ Iii KKdiffdiff (N(N··L)+IL)+Iii KK (R·V)(R·V)nnObjectColorObjectColor = I= I = I= I KK + I+ Iii KKdiffdiff (N(N··L)+IL)+Iii KK (R·V)(R·V)nnObjectColorObjectColorr r  I Irr  I Ia_ra_rKKa_ra_r + I+ Ii_ri_rKKdiff_rdiff_r(N(N L)+IL)+Ii_ri_rKKspec_rspec_r(R V)(R V)

ObjectColorObjectColorgg = I= Igg=I=Ia_ga_gKKa_ga_g + I+ Ii_gi_gKKdiff_gdiff_g(N·L)+I(N·L)+Ii_gi_gKKspec_gspec_g(R·V)(R·V)nn

ObjectColorObjectColor = I= I = I= I KK + I+ I KK (N·L)+I(N·L)+I KK (R·V)(R·V)nn

ObjectColorObjectColorr r  I Irr  I Ia_ra_rKKa_ra_r + I+ Ii_ri_rKKdiff_rdiff_r(N(N L)+IL)+Ii_ri_rKKspec_rspec_r(R V)(R V)

ObjectColorObjectColorgg = I= Igg=I=Ia_ga_gKKa_ga_g + I+ Ii_gi_gKKdiff_gdiff_g(N·L)+I(N·L)+Ii_gi_gKKspec_gspec_g(R·V)(R·V)nn

ObjectColorObjectColor = I= I = I= I KK + I+ I KK (N·L)+I(N·L)+I KK (R·V)(R·V)nnObjectColorObjectColorbb = I= Ibb= I= Ia_ba_bKKa_ba_b + I+ Ii_bi_bKKdiff_bdiff_b(N·L)+I(N·L)+Ii_bi_bKKspec_bspec_b(R·V)(R·V)nn

Material properties:Material properties:
ObjectColorObjectColorbb = I= Ibb= I= Ia_ba_bKKa_ba_b + I+ Ii_bi_bKKdiff_bdiff_b(N·L)+I(N·L)+Ii_bi_bKKspec_bspec_b(R·V)(R·V)nn

Material properties:Material properties:
KKaa,K,Kdiffdiff,K,Kspecspec,n,n

Light propertiesLight properties
KKaa,K,Kdiffdiff,K,Kspecspec,n,n

Light propertiesLight properties
IIaa,I,Idiffdiff,I,IspecspecIIaa,I,Idiffdiff,I,Ispecspec



S i lSpecial cases
I = I K + Ii Kdiff (N ⋅ L) + Ii K (R ⋅V )nIr Ia _ rKa _ r + Ii _ rKdiff _ r(N L) + Ii _ rKspec _ r(R V )

Ig = Ia _ gKa _ g + Ii _ gKdiff _ g (N ⋅ L) + Ii _ gKspec _ g (R ⋅V )n

I = I K + I K (N ⋅ L) + I K (R ⋅V )n

•• What should be done if I >1? What should be done if I >1? •• What should be done if I >1? What should be done if I >1? 

Ib = Ia _ bKa _ b + Ii _ bKdiff _ b (N ⋅ L) + Ii _ bKspec _ b (R ⋅V )

Clamp the value of I to one. Clamp the value of I to one. 

•• What should be done if N*L < 0?What should be done if N*L < 0?
Cl th l f I t fli th lCl th l f I t fli th l

Clamp the value of I to one. Clamp the value of I to one. 
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•• How can we handle multiple light sources?How can we handle multiple light sources?
Sum the intensity of the individual contributionsSum the intensity of the individual contributions
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